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A. 
In the Greek Orthodox Church there 
has been an uninterrupted tradition of 
chant, each composer following, usually, 
in the footsteps of his predecessors. Cor-
respondingly, there is a continuity 
between the various appearances of a 
hymn, or classes of hymns, through a very 
long period up to the time ofPetros 
Lampadarios, who gave the music a form 
which through the transcriptions by the 
Three Teachers is still in use today. 
Starting from these transcriptions (that 
constitute a written tradition but at the 
same time are based on an oral tradition 
that indicates the specific function of the 
various musical signs), one can trace a 
way to the transcription of Old Byzan-
tine Chant, especially that of the Heir-
mologion and the Sticherarion, having in 
mind the continuity of the chant tradi-
tion. 
In this paper will be dealt only with 
the subject of transcription in relation to 
the melodic movements, without exam-
ining the subject of scales and intervals. It 
is presupposed that there is a close rela-
tion or identity of the modern echoi with 
the old ones, despite the differences 
caused by the evolution of the melopoiia. 
The starting point for my way of tran-
scribing the Old Sticherarion and Heir-
mologion is the close relation between 
the Heirmologion ofPetros Lampadarios 
(18th cent.) and that ofBalasios (17th 
cent.), especially in the Heirmoi of Holy 
Week. This period of the ecclesiastical 
year seems to be very conservative in the 
earlier as well as in later times. Thus, 
many melodies are preserved in the same, 
or almost the same form, despite the fact 
that the style of the melopoiia may have 
changed for the hymns of the rest of the 
year. We can conclude from the heirmoi of 
the Holy Week that Petros and Balasios 
followed a common tradition, based on 
the same or closely related formulas. 
Table A shows some heirmoi of the 
Holy Week from the Heirmologia of 
Balasios and Pett·os that verifY this close 
relation (or identity). 
Se table A 
In Table B there is given an example 
of a formula in the Second Mode from 
the Heirmologion of Petros . This formula 
is contained in the Heirmoi ofTable A 
too. There are two forms of this formula: 
one 'stenographic', given by Balasios, but 
also found in the version by Petros, and 
one analytic' given only by Petros. But in 
Table B we can see that for the heirmos 
and the troparia of the same ode Petros 
uses both the 'stenographic' and the'-
analytic' form. From the similarity of the 
music of the heirmos and the correspond-
ing troparia of an ode, we can conclude 
that the 'analytic' form in fact is an analy-
sis of the 'stenographic' one and that they 
produce the same music, a music through 
exegesis given by the Three Teachers. 
Se table B 
But this and other related formulas 
have counterparts in the Old Sticherar-
ion and Heirmologion, as one can see in 
Table C. The earlier and later forms (note 
especially that ofBalasios) have at least 
the same interval ('phonetical') signs. 
Therefore, they are likely to produce the 
same n1us1c. 
Se table C 
Table D presents some further exam-
ples of the close relations between the 
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Heirmologia of Petros and Balasios on 
the one hand and the and the old ones 
on the other. 
Se tableD 
But also the Sticherarion ofPetros con-
tains formulas which can be found in the 
Heirmologion ofBalasios and in the Old 
Sticherarion and Heirmologion, as can 
be seen in Table E. 
Se table E 
From the preceding material we can 
confirm, I think, the importance of the 
Heirmologion of Balasios as a guide to 
the transcription ofByzantine Chant. 
Another example will be useful. Balasios' 
Heirmologion has not been transcribed 
by the Three Teachers, but there is an 
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exegesis of it in a manuscript of the 
Monastery of Koutloumousi on Mount 
Athos (No. 440), written in a stage of 
notation previous to that of the Three 
Teachers. Gr. Stathis gives two photo-
graphs from this MS in his catalogue of 
the manuscripts of Mount Athos 1 . We see 
here the sticheron c'Ocrt£ IIa:t£p in a 
form of exegesis. From the MS of the 
National Library of Athens No. 946 I 
transcribe the same sticheron in two 
forms, 'heirmologikon' and 'sticherarikon'2 
(see Table F). 
Se table F 
Table G shows some examples of formu-
las from these stichera, including the exe-
gesis of Koutloumousiou 440 and an exe-
gesis by me in modern Byzantine nota-
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tion (i.e. an' exegesis of the exegesis' in 
Koutloumousiou 440 and other corre-
sponding exegeseis), as well as a few addi-
tional comments. 
Se table G 
It is necessary to take into account not 
only the theseis cited above, but also the 
whole tradition written in the short mel-
ismatic style, i.e. the short Doxologies, 
the short Polyeleoi etc. Only on this basis 
can we, with the help of the theoretical 
treatises, accomplish a transcription of the 
Old Sticherarion and Heirmologion in 
short melismatic style. According to my 
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characters to be performed in their full 
melismatic interpretation. 
above, of the Old Sticheraric and Heir-
mologic style as well. 
As an example, and as a result of the 
theseis and their exegeseis from the Heir-
mologion or the Sticherarion ofPetros 
Lampadarios and from the Heirmologion 
ofBalasios contained in Tables B-E, we 
cari say that the (later) presence of anti-
kenoma in theseis like (a) ofTable H gives 
us the well-known endings of the new 
Sticheraric and the 'new' long Heirmo-
logic style and, according to the examples 
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In addition, we can from the study of 
the sticheron C/00'1.£ rrc:X:trp (Tables F-G) 
verifY the close relation (or identity) of 
theseis like those ofTable H (b) and (c), 
and, finally, we can show the possible 
identity of the syndesmoi (double apostro-
phos) in the analysis of the tromikon. This 
could be taken as an indication for us to 
transcribe similar theseis in the same way 
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In many cases this way of exegesis can be 
justified sign by sign according to the 
rhythmical value and the cheironomic 
function of each sign in the theoretical 
treatises. However, the concept of synag-
ma ('grouping') is of crucial importance 
as it sometimes diminishes the time value 
of the signs (see Table I). 
the long exegesis sometimes appears very 
different from the short one. 
The structural relation between the 
short and the long exegesis may by the 
inverse procedure give us some indica-
tion which, with the help of the theoret-
ical treatises, can lead fi:om the 'long 
exegesis' backwards to the 'short' one, a 
procedure especially useful regarding the 
'short exegesis' of the Old Papadike (see 
Table J). c. 
The 'long exegesis' do in many cases result 
from the short one by duplicating, quad-
rupling etc. the time values of the short 
melodic movements and, eventually, by 
elaborating and enriching the parts of the 
composition. Through that procedure, 
D. 
Finally, there is a possibility of a syllabic 
or 'nu;'Ced' exegesis for a group of old 
chants, for example the short prokeimena, 
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i) The numbers indicate the units of duration according to the present musical theory. Each 
interval neume of the old notation without a subsidiary rhythmical sign has the duration of two 
time units. 
ii) The formulas in brackets are the later forms with red subsidiary signs 
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N otes 
NOTE 1 
Stathis 1993 300-301. This volume was 
published just a week before the Sympo-
Sium. 
NOTE 2 
T hese names are attributed by me. The 
rubric ofKoutloumousiou 440 signifying'-
sticherarikon' reads: "To napo V U napx £ t 
a pyo'tepov ~-t£1-Lty/-LEVOV /-LE O''tt-
X11 p6v ". 
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